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BlueScope Steel Teams with Capgemini
to Address a Changing Environment
Business Process Outsourcing

The Situation
As part of its de-merger from BHP
Billiton, BlueScope Steel was required
to identify a cost-effective alternative
for delivering the back office
processing services that were
previously provided by BHP Billiton
Shared Services.

The Solution
Leveraging from its global experience
in shared services and outsourcing,
Capgemini created a Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) entity, which
allowed these services to be
transparently and successfully
provided externally.
The Result
Capgemini and BlueScope Steel
successfully collaborated to ensure the
smooth transition of all services from
the BHP Billiton Shared Services
Centre to the Capgemini Business
Services BPO, without disruption to
operational service or quality.

“

The joint effort
involved optimising
the capabilities of
existing employees by
changing the organisational
structure to deliver more
career opportunities and
retain staff longer.

”

the way we do it

During the de-merger process,
BlueScope Steel was faced with a
decision around how these services
would be provided in its new business
environment after the public listing.
As a result of Capgemini’s successful
partnership with BHP Billiton in
establishing the BHP Billiton Shared
Business Services, BlueScope Steel
approached Capgemini for a solution.
Together Capgemini and BlueScope
Steel developed a Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) model that
resulted in the creation of a separate
entity to provide the services to
BlueScope Steel on a commercial
basis.
The joint effort involved optimising
the capabilities of existing employees
by changing the organisational
structure to deliver more career
opportunities and retain staff longer.
This approach also helped align the
newly formed BPO organisation to
BlueScope Steel’s businesses.

The joint team also created the role of
Performance Improvement Manager to
drive simplification in the processes
managed by Capgemini for BlueScope
Steel. In addition, the team developed
and shared a Human Resources
strategy focusing on a holistic
approach to managing the people in
the centre.
The collaborative BPO approach has
yielded a number of benefits for
BlueScope Steel, including:

• structured frameworks around
process control and changes
• a reduction in the inherent process
risk under the management of
Capgemini
• the outsourcing agreement that
helps target value by driving both
parties to realise savings and
efficiencies in the business processes
that have been outsourced.

• a clear understanding of the
resource requirements of the
processes that are under Capgemini
management

About Capgemini and the
Collaborative Business Experience
Capgemini, one of
the world’s foremost
providers of Consulting, Technology
and Outsourcing services, has a unique
way of working with its clients, called
the Collaborative Business Experience.

collaboration-focused methods and tools.
Through commitment to mutual success
and the achievement of tangible value,
we help businesses implement growth
strategies, leverage technology, and thrive
through the power of collaboration.

Backed by over three decades of industry
and service experience, the Collaborative
Business Experience is designed to
help our clients achieve better, faster,
more sustainable results through
seamless access to our network of
world-leading technology partners and

Capgemini employs approximately
60,000 people worldwide and reported
2004 global revenues of 6.3 billion euros.

Capgemini Australia
Manufacturing, Retail & Distribution
Outsourcing Services
Business Process Outsourcing

More information about our services,
offices and research is available at
http://www.capgemini.com.au
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How BlueScope Steel and
Capgemini Worked Together
BlueScope Steel is the leading steel
company in Australia and New
Zealand, supplying about 80 per cent
of all flat steel products sold in these
markets. Before BlueScope Steel
successfully de-merged from BHP
Billiton, a number of its back office
processing services had been provided
by the BHP Billiton Shared Business
Services in Adelaide, Australia. Those
services included accounting,
accounts receivable, accounts payable,
purchasing, payroll and HR.

